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Concerts for Kerry � www.ConcertsforKerry.org � is a grassroots group that organized benefit 
concerts across the country to support John Kerry. 
 
By the Numbers 
 
Beginning with our first concert on April 7 in New York City until the day John Kerry accepted 
the Democratic nomination on July 29, we have put on 41 concerts in 12 cities: Boston, Buffalo, 
Cleveland, Los Angeles, Madison, New Haven, New Orleans, New York, Philadelphia, Phoenix, 
Portland (OR), and San Francisco. We have raised $207,043 from more than 4,700 individual 
contributors (some buying more than one ticket) and more than 9,000 concertgoers.1 According 
to our own surveys, the vast majority of these people had not previously contributed to John 
Kerry and many had never contributed to any political candidate. 
 
The concerts have ranged in size from 40 people to 1,400. The ticket prices have usually ranged 
from $10 to $50. In every case, 100% of every ticket sale has been a direct individual 
contribution to John Kerry for President. 
 
As important as the fundraising numbers is the goodwill and networking opportunities that the 
concerts created. We are pleased that we brought together 9,000 people to support John Kerry in 
a fun, positive environment where they could register to vote, sign up to volunteer, and form the 
kinds of bonds that will be the grassroots glue of the fall campaign. In particular, we are proud of 
our efforts in swing states and our efforts to attract first-time voters. 
 
How It Worked 
 
Concerts for Kerry has been an entirely volunteer effort.  We have had four founding organizers, 
a network of about 50 local coordinators, and well over 100 other volunteers active around the 
country. 
 
Most of the events have been costless.  The performers played for free; the venues made money 
on the drinks. In the few instances where we rented a venue, paid for promotion, or had other 
expenses, we solicited in-kind contributions. The total amount of such contributions was roughly 
$20,000; these in-kinds were raised over and above the $207,043 in direct contributions. 
 
                                                
1 Of this total, we raised $143,698 in online/credit card contributions from 2,460 contributors. All of these 
contributions came in through our KerryCore/Volunteer Center page 
(http://volunteer.johnkerry.com/member/268967). The remaining $63,445 was raised in cash and check 
contributions at the door of the concerts and forwarded to local John Kerry offices. 



Our concerts have attracted a tremendous array of talent. Among them: comedians Jack Black, 
David Cross, Sarah Silverman, Fred Armisen, and Kevin Nealon; DJ/musicians Moby, Mark 
Ronson, and DJ Spooky; jazz performers Savion Glover, Joshua Redman, Charlie Hunter, Dee 
Dee Bridgewater, and Brad Mehldau; indie rockers Ted Leo, The Capitol Years, Bishop Allen, 
and Pink Martini; and singer-songwriters Grant Lee Phillips, Duncan Sheik, and David Poe. A 
complete talent list, along with photos and posters from many of our shows, is available on our 
website: http://www.ConcertsforKerry.org  
 
Through our website, users were able to see a listing of upcoming and past concerts, purchase 
advance tickets, and sign-up to �Create a Concert.� 
 
Coming Soon� 
 
On Monday, August 2, the creators of Concerts for Kerry will announce an exciting partnership 
and will launch an expanded concert effort aimed at supporting John Kerry and mobilizing 
Democratic voters across the country. We are substantially expanding our activity � more shows, 
bigger shows, and a growing presence in the swing states. 
 
 

  Yours truly, 
 
Nikki Columbus      Tim Cullen          Arkadi Gerney    Nancy Meakem 
Co-Founder       Co-Founder         Co-Founder  Co-Founder 
nikki@ConcertsforKerry.org        tim@ConcertsforKerry.org        arkadi@ConcertsforKerry.org     nancy@ConcertsforKerry.org 
 

*** 
 
We want to express our deep gratitude to the all of our performers, coordinators, and others volunteers.  
They wanted to help John Kerry win in November.  Through Concerts for Kerry, they came together and 
made a difference. 
 
In particular, we want to acknowledge some of our local coordinators (these are just a few of the names � 
many more people were critical to making the concerts happen): 
 

• Boston � Erik Balsbaugh, Tim Cullen, Maria Gambale, Audrey Ryan � 3 concerts � $6,850 
• Buffalo � Mark Poloncarz � 1 concert � $1,135 
• Cleveland � Brad Rob, Pierce Woodward � 1 concert � $1,355 
• Los Angeles � Bart Coleman, Daley Haggar � 2 concerts � $23,555 
• Madison � Jim Witkins � 1 concert � $1,900 
• New Haven � Deborah Teason � 1 concert � $3,394 
• New Orleans � Kevin Mahoney, Angela Pelicano � 2 concerts � $960 
• New York � Nikki Columbus, Erica Dixon, Matt Donahue, Maria Gambale, Arkadi Gerney, Jennifer 

Gilson, Jay Greco, Aaron Goldberg, Hank Lincoln, Jaime Lowe, Nancy Meakem, David Poe, Mark 
Ronson, Pavani Thagarisa, Lila Yomtoob � 19 concerts � $106,011  

• Philadelphia � Doug Anderson, Jeanette Bressler, Amanda Kimmel, Tim McCloskey, Chris McKenna, 
Charlie Miller � 6 concerts � $16,463 

• Phoenix � Rep. Ken Clark � 1 concert � $1,900 
• Portland � John Brodie, Jesse Lichtenstein, Owen Wozniak � 1 concert � $22,965 (and 1,400 people!) 
• San Francisco � Steve Beck, Andrew Strickman � 2 concerts � $8,120  


